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Executive Summary
IXPs are convergence points for inter-domain routing, making them an integral part of the rich Internet ecosystem. They are interconnecting a multitude of different network types and easing the setup of peering relations.
ENDEAVOUR strives to transform this ecosystem with innovative and disruptive ideas through the introduction of the SDN technology at IXPs.
In this deliverable we demonstrate use cases which address the current
limitations IXP members face today. Furthermore, we present solutions
based on the programmability and flexibility SDN brings to the networking space. Based on the insights we obtained during several workshops, in
discussion with members, or due to our experience as IXP operators we
identify four areas where SDN can have significant impact on transforming
operational tasks and new business opportunities.
We introduce use cases that allow members in a straight-forward manner
to optimize the utilization of their IXP ports. Either by leveraging traffic
engineering techniques or by sophisticated bandwidth management. This
may also reduce the complexity members have to face as of today.
Currently, some protocols are banned legally through policies for all
members at the peering platform. However, due to limited hardware capabilities of commodity switches this is not enforced. Also the omnipresent
threat of DDoS attacks can be tackled more precisely and thus reduce the
collateral damage.
IXPs’ evolved from a relatively simple location to exchange layer 2 data
frames to a more complex peering facility right in the core of the Internet ecosystem. They offer a multitude of value-added services, e.g., route
servers, blackholing, or private peering VLANs. ENDEAVOUR proposes
several novel services utilizing the feature set SDN has to offer. Most of
these services are build on other use cases as primitives. We expect the
suggested services to enrich the IXP environment further and contribute to
a higher diversity in the inter-domain routing space.
ENDEAVOUR will evaluate the potential impact of the use cases provided in this deliverable. Based on this, we will make a selection of the most
promising use cases to be considered for being implemented on top of the
ENDEAVOUR architecture. Thus, a selection of use cases from this deliverable as well as from deliverable 4.2 will be implemented for demonstration
purposes. This will allow ENDEAVOUR to show the practical impacts and
relevance of SDN for both IXP operators and IXP members.
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Introduction

While the Internet continues to evolve, today’s applications constraint increasingly high demands in bandwidth, latency, and availability. Driven by
such requirements two interesting aspects of the Internet ecosystem came
into the focus of the research community in the past years, i.e., Software
Defined Networking (SDN) and Internet eXchange Points (IXPs).
SDN is emphasized as the final break through for more programmable
computer networks. To offer higher programmability the control plane and
the data plane are separated. A logical centric entity controls multiple data
plane devices inside a network. The OpenFlow protocol [49] is the most
prevalent implementation of this concept. However, the practical impact
falls behind the opportunities envisioned by academia. Most deployments
of SDN technology occur in closed and controlled environments, e.g., data
centers [69] or intra-domain routing [44]. We believe that SDN drives innovation and particularly for deployments beyond closed systems. Indeed,
especially for dense inter-domain routing hotspots.
Presently, hundreds of IXPs allow thousands of ASes to peer with each
other [31]. The largest among them carry about five Tbps and count over
600 member networks with a sustainable growth for the next years. Most
IXPs operate route servers [64] to foster as much open peering relations as
possible. However, BGP-based routing solely focuses on reachability and
allows only a very myopic view of the data plane [12]. This constrains the
ability of networks to route their traffic in a more effective manner and limits
innovation potential for novel services.
Combining SDN as a powerful new technology with the rich inter-domain
routing ecosystem at IXPs culminates in a hotbed of innovation. First,
enhanced programmability even at a single IXP enables up to hundreds of
Autonomous Systems (ASes) to innovate their peering strategies. Second,
deploying SDN at IXPs is strategically sound because the network setups
of IXPs itself are quite static which even scales with current SDN-capable
switches.
ENDEAVOUR strives to impact the peering ecosystem at large by bringing SDN with practical use cases to IXPs. Fueled by numerous discussions,
with input from workshops, a podium discussion and related work we present
where exactly we expect SDN at IXPs to be beneficial. This deliverable reflects the current state of ENDEAVOUR use cases and its potential benefits
for members of IXPs.
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Traffic Engineering
Traffic Engineering
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Table 1: Overview of use cases for members.

2

Outline

In this section we briefly introduce the structure of this deliverable. Each
use case for IXP members outlined in this document is grouped into the
following three paragraphs: i ) First we provide an overview of the current
situation and discuss its limitations. ii ) We highlight the already available
solutions and explain why they may not be sufficient. iii ) Finally, we aim to
sketch how a technical solution with SDN could be implemented and provide
a brief description of the features we want to take advantage of.
Moreover, we present a comprehensive list of all use cases in Table 1.
It lists the section in this document where the use case can be found, the
name, its category, and on which page the description starts.

3

Traffic Engineering

The IXP environment is an arena of complex interactions among heterogeneous, possibly contrasting, non-coordinated economic entities. In this
context, which encompasses both technical and economic factors, even a
relatively simple task, like Traffic-Engineering (TE) operations, i.e., the
steering of flows of data traffic along the best routing paths, becomes an
unfeasible feat. In fact, by lacking a centralized control, a set of suitable
H2020-ICT-2014-1 Project No. 644960
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routing tools, and a view of the global network state, Internet-wide TE is
a notoriously difficult operation. This is in contrast to closed environments
(e.g., data center networks), in which everything is controlled by a single
administrative entity. As a result, while data center networks thrive from
the recent advances in networking (e.g., SDN), inter-domain TE is still performed using the same mechanisms that were available more than a decade
ago.
In this section, we explore and highlight the benefits that an SDNenabled IXP can bring to the inter-domain ecosystem for both inbound and
outbound TE, that is, how traffic enters and leaves an IXP member network,
respectively. From the research perspective, inter-domain advanced finegrained peering applications are begging for research. We believe that SDN
has a great potential for fostering an enormous amount of novel ideas in the
inter-domain routing areas. While SDN so far lacked a strong use case scenario, the recent growth of IXPs in the Internet has finally brought an ideal
place for spurring inter-domain innovation. IXPs are thriving rich peering
environments routing terabits of traffic per seconds. Its members continuously strive towards a better user experience by tweaking Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) configurations via indirect and limited mechanisms (e.g., aspath prepending, multi-exit-discriminator). The network topology is fairly
static and any addition of a new device into the network has to coordinated
with the IXP administrators.
From the operational perspective, we aim to cast our techniques into the
use cases that we set forth in the deliverable 2.1 and 4.1.

3.1

Inbound TE

Current Situation
To support the increasing amount of high-volume traffic being exchanged,
many IXP members need to connect to the IXP with multiple physical ports.
These IXP members aim to achieve high port bandwidth utilization, that is,
spreading the traffic that enters their networks (i.e., inbound traffic) through
their multiple physical connections. Unfortunately, nowadays this operation
is not an easy task mostly because of outdated inter-domain routing tools
and a lack of an adequate monitoring infrastructure. BGP is the prevalent
inter-domain routing protocol in today’s Internet. The routing decision is
based on the destination Internet Protocol (IP) address. Thus, ASes have
limited control over how the traffic enters their networks. Mechanisms such
as path prepending [58, 15], communities and selective announcements [59],
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Amount of inbound traffic through each customer ports (normalized)

IXP members

Figure 2: Inbound traffic load-balancing in a large IXP. Rach IXP member
C with at least two physical ports connected to the IXP is represented by
a vertical bar V . Each port of C is represented by a sub-bar of V coloured
with a pair of light/dark color. Light colors are used for traffic that is
received because of IP prefixes announced to the route server, while dark
colors are used for the rest of the traffic. The size of the coloured sub-bar
is proportional to the amount of inbound traffic that is routed through that
peering port for a specific customer.
originally not part of the BGP routing protocol, have been widely adopted to
fill this gap. Additionally, ASes originating traffic may have their own policies in place for outbound traffic [72], limiting the ability to control traffic
based on inbound traffic engineering [58]. At very dense traffic convergence
points such as IXPs, a wide range of independent and inconsistent peering
policies clash [66].
Despite these limitations, by analyzing real-traces of data traffic at one of
the largest IXP (see Figure 2), it can be observed that inbound TE is a widely
performed operation by IXP member network operators. For instance, the
right-most bar in the graph represents a customer with four physical ports.
The blue sub-bar (including both light and dark blue sub-bars) is associated
with one of port that receives 40% of the traffic directed towards that
customer. Since the light blue part of the sub-bar is large, most of this
traffic is received because of IP prefixes announced directly to the route
server.

Available Solutions
Current Inbound TE solutions at IXPs involve two parties : the IXP
member that sends traffic and the IXP member that receives the traffic.
Each of these two players can potentially influence how traffic enters the
receiver network. As for the sender operational side, for example, it is
known that some of the largest Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) that are
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connected to IXPs, continuously probe the quality of the communication
through (some of) the IXP member ports and split their outgoing traffic
based on these measurements. In this way, CDNs are performing inbound
TE on behalf of the receiver of the traffic. As for the receiver operational
side, current inter-domain routing protocols allow network operators to select a single IXP ingress port for each IP prefix. The operator is responsible
for mapping each of its announced IP prefixes to one of its ingress port in
order to steer inbound traffic. There are several drawbacks of this approach.
The operator needs to measure the amount of traffic at the per-prefix granularity and then it has to carefully announce its IP prefixes from its BGP
peerings in order to spread the incoming traffic among its ports. These operations are hindered by the lack of a global measurement infrastructure at
the single IP prefix level.

Technical Description
There are three main advantages of SDN for TE purposes. First, it has
a visibility of more information than any other IXP member about both
control and data plane state. Second, it allows network operators to steer
flow of traffic at a more fine-grained level of granularity than BGP. Some
recent work showed how SDN can be used to steer inbound flow of traffic
by means of Network Address Translation (NAT) mechanism [71]. Third,
by providing a coherent view of the state of the network, SDN open doors
for network operators to access a monitoring platform that supports TE
applications. Monitoring operations can be outsourced to the IXP, who is
then responsible for spreading inbound traffic among each members ports or
communicating that information to (some of) the members. For example,
the IXP can support the sender of traffic with a measurement of the IXP
members port utilization. This solutions centralized monitors operation
within the IXP, which are then available to all the IXP members.
If load balancing needs to be performed on the receiver side, SDN can
be leveraged both in a static or dynamic way. The former consists of leveraging weighted hash-based per-flow load balancing mechanisms within the
IXP network for balancing traffic among different ports, which has been
standardized in OpenFlow 1.3. By being oblivious to the specific flow of
traffic that are routed, this approach brings several benefits to inbound TE:
it is static, it is more robust to per-prefix inter-domain routing changes and
routing attacks. The inbound splitting ratios of each IXP member can be
defined by the member itself via a proper configuration language. Unfortunately, weighted load balancing is not yet widely available on today’s SDN
switches. The latter operation (i.e., dynamic load balancing) requires to
H2020-ICT-2014-1 Project No. 644960
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compute the traffic matrix within the IXP at suitable level of granularity,
to estimate the IXP member ports utilization, and to balance the flows of
traffic among the member ports by exploiting SDN fine-grained forwarding
capabilities.
To summarize, an IXP represents the key place for centralizing these
monitoring operations that would be beneficial for the whole set of IXP
members. To be at the forefront of innovation, an IXP should exploit its
superior vantage point at the intersection of the Internet traffic in order to
improve cohesion of network monitoring functionalities by means of SDN
support.

3.2

Outbound TE

Current Situation
Outbound TE, i.e., deciding where to send data traffic, is an extremely
relevant operation for supporting high QoS-demanding services (e.g., Internet video broadcasting). Current mechanisms are limited by BGP, which is
a per-destination routing protocol that works at the granularity of IP prefixes. Typical outbound TE tools encompass “BGP local-preference”, which
allows to explicitly prefer routes based (for instance) on the traversed ASes,
and setting Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) internal weights such that outgoing traffic flows are routed through their closest egress points, which is
an indirect way of steering flows of traffic [51, 79]. Such mechanisms limit
network operators ability to perform TE in a direct and more intuitive way.
Instead of tweaking link weights, operators want to define routing policies
in a more intuitive and direct way. In certain cases, operators also need
to steer traffic flows at a finer granularity that the one of IP prefixes. On
top of these limitations, the current IXP interconnection model poses even
more challenges. Larger IXPs run a route server service which can be used
to exchange control plane information among all the IXP members without any need to configure a BGP peering session with every single member.
Members of the IXP need to peer with the route server, which will process
all the BGP route announcements from its peerings and propagate the best
routes (according to its perspective) towards its peerings. The main limitation of this mechanism is the lack of route visibility from the IXP members
view-point. For instance, if a source of traffic wants to load balancing its
outgoing traffic towards two ports of a single receiver IXP member, this
operation cannot be performed using the route server as the only control
plane IP reachability source of information since the route server will only
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send the best route, which identifies a single physical port, to the source of
traffic. For this reason, many IXP members avoid using the route server,
ending up in configuring a multitude of BGP peerings with most of the IXP
members. This is particularly evident in Figure 2, where it can be seen that
most of the bars are coloured with a dark tonality, which is associated to
traffic that is not exchanged because of a peering with the route server.
As a side observation, the reader should observe that, as described in the
inbound TE section, outbound TE sometimes reduces to inbound TE. This
situation arises in those scenarios where the source of the traffic is limited
in sending traffic to a unique IXP members with multiple ports. In that
case, load balancing traffic among these ports can be both performed by
the sender or the receiver of the traffic or by the IXP itself. Conversely,
outbound TE includes scenarios in which a source of traffic estimates (e.g.,
by means of probing techniques) the quality of the paths through the different IXP members and through networks external to the IXP in order to
determine the best outgoing communication paths. In that case, the routing
decision is moved exclusively to the sender of traffic. The main limitation
of current techniques is similar to the one already explained in the inbound
TE section: It requires each source of traffic to build its own measurements
infrastructure, without taking advantage of the fact that the IXP broad
visibility of the state of the network.

Available Solutions
A plethora of academic efforts has been devoted to the intricate problem
of tweaking inter- and intra-domain routing protocols in order to achieve
certain performance goals [15, 34, 35, 36, 58, 59, 72]. In addition, network
vendors provides simple heuristic to specify network configuration, which
are however often oblivious to the traffic patterns and routing policies [20].
The most widely used tool for choosing the best outgoing route is the BGP
local-preference. Unfortunately, the nature of BGP constrains operators to
define their outbound policies on per-IP-destination basis, which is in certain
cases an over-restricting limitation.
As for the lack of route visibility for those IXP members that peers with
the route server, the networking community has repeatedly advocated for
improvements in the BGP route propagation mechanism, i.e. the BGPAdd-Paths standard [62]. Unfortunately, most of the industrial route server
services still do not implement this feature, leaving a huge disincentive for
using the route server service.

Technical Description In the context of outbound TE, the benefits of equipH2020-ICT-2014-1 Project No. 644960
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ping an IXP with SDN capabilities are twofold.
1. Fine-Grained Routing Policy Programmability. An SDN-enabled
IXP provides each member AS with the abstraction of a dedicated switch
that it can program using match-action policies to control traffic flows.
Members may express SDN policies (i.e., fine-grained policies) on both their
inbound and outbound traffic; the IXP controller ensures that no SDN policy
results in traffic being forwarded to a neighboring AS that did not advertise
a BGP route for the prefix that matches the packet’s destination IP address.
Each participant runs an SDN control application on the IXP controller and
has its border router exchange BGP update messages with the IXP’s route
server. The SDN controller combines the SDN policies from all participants,
reconciles the resulting policy with the BGP routing information, and computes and installs the resulting forwarding table entries in the IXP fabric.
More details about the scalability issues that arise in this context are described in deliverable 2.2. The SDN controller does not suffer from the lack
of visibility problem. Since it receives as input all the outbound policies and
all the BGP routes of each IXP member, the best route is chosen according
to the preference function of the IXP member.
2. Monitoring services for outbound TE. By being at the intersection of hundreds of ASes, an SDN-enable IXP is in a sweet spot for
modularizing network monitoring operations and offering to its members an
intuitive interface to access and control the measurements being performed.
Such measurements can then be used as the input of any traffic engineering
mechanism, especially outbound TE, in which the source of the traffic needs
to estimate the state of the routing paths in order to better balance the
outgoing flows.

4

Filtering

On account of the high bandwidth IXP members are connected the filtering
capabilities are to somewhat limited. Especially because commodity switching hardware can not filter on arbitrary packet header fields on a sufficient
large scale.
Service-Level Agreement (SLA) and other contractual constraints can
not be enforced. Even more critical is the effective mitigation of Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks. Defense techniques would benefit largely from
fine-grained filtering capabilities.
Thus, this Section outlines use cases that address these shortcomings.
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Control / Data Plane Consistency

Current Situation
Given the rich peering ecosystem at IXPs different network types (e.g.,
CDNs, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), or eyeball providers) have contrasting routing policies. CDNs are more likely to have an open peering
policy. Thus, they establish peerings with any other member (multi and
bi-lateral). In contrast, large ISPs prefer to peer with ASes about the same
size. Otherwise, the larger party risks to lose a potential customer to whom
they could sell transit.
ASes express their routing policies through BGP at IXPs. Hence, they
limit their advertised prefixes towards other members if they rely on a strict
peering policy.
Due to a multitude of reasons they are not able to verify or even filter if
the received traffic on the data plane is consistent with the control plane, i.e.,
peering policy. Particularly, because mal-intended IXP members that know
the Message Authentication Code (MAC) address of an ISP can configure
a static BGP route and send traffic for not exported routes towards it. For
instance, if the IXP is a Tier 1 provider it is very likely that the traffic
is delivered to any destination. When IXP members apply this intended
misconfiguration they can get transit without compensation at IXPs.

Available Solutions
Currently, the IXPs lacks insights into who is exporting which routes
to whom. Hence, IXPs are not able to filter any traffic. However, we have
anecdotal evidence from a large European ISP that reported they are not
able to filter their ingress traffic themselves. To the best of our knowledge
there is no solution available yet. Technical one could maintain filters based
on source MACs. Yet, these lists need to be kept up to date. Depending
on the size of an AS or the IXP this would pose significant management
overhead.

Technical Description
SDN supports matching on the source MAC address. All member’s
MACs that do not peer with a given other member can be blacklisted. Thus,
their packets would be dropped through an OpenFlow drop rule.
However, this assumes that all members disclose their peering policies to
the IXP. Since this tend to be business critical information the IXP needs
to assure a safe and sound processing.
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Advanced Blackholing

Current Situation
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are and continue to be a
serious threat to the Internet. Indeed, the intensity and the dimension of
such attacks is still rising in particular due to amplification and reflection
attacks [65, 26]. DDoS attacks impact not only edge networks but can also
overwhelm cloud services [70] or congest backbone peering links at IXPs [57].

Available Solutions
Thus, IXPs have deployed blackholing as a service for their members [27].
Blackholing is an operational technique that allows a peer to announce a
prefix via BGP to another peer, which then discards traffic destined for this
prefix.
The IXP handles this IP address and resolves it by means of the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) into a predefined blackholing MAC address. All
Ethernet frames with this destination MAC are discarded via Access Control
List (ACL) at the IXP layer 2 ingress switch interfaces. Note, this process
is nontransparent for the traffic source, e.g., attacker. All other announced
prefixes remain unaffected, but do not suffer from congestions anymore.
Despite its effectiveness in many situations, blackholing leaves still room
for improvement [29]:
While blackholing at IXPs shields member networks and the links from
congestions, it cannot distinguish between legitimate and malicious traffic.
All packets destined for the defined IP prefix are dropped and, thus, it is
not reachable from all upstream networks on the data path.
According to reports of operators obtained at the ENDEAVOUR workshops [14] and our RIPE plenary discussion [30] the granularity of blackholing is to coarse grained. Filtering on layer 4 ports is a common practice
within several ASes. To provide this filtering tool to an IXP is desirable. It
allows an AS to filter out the traffic before it may congests its own network
or the IXP link.
Another limitation is that after detecting a massive DDoS attack the
operator must trigger blackholing. This is a manual process where the router
configuration must be adjusted in order to announce an IP prefix under
attack via BGP. From now on the operators have neither insights in the
traffic volumes (e.g., attack terminated), nor in the traffic patterns (e.g.,
port mix).
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Technical Description
SDN and OpenFlow in particular allow to define very specific drop rules
to discard packets. This be either, as offered by blackholing already, a
certain prefix, or also more effective filter criteria such as Transport Control
Protocol (TCP)/User Datagram Protocol (UDP) ports. For instance, some
of the largest DDoS attacks solely use UDP. Hence, the IXP can provide
an interface, e.g., Application Programming Interface (API) or website, to
specify their own very precise drop rules executed by the IXP. Depending on
the specification a drop rule must be installed in multiple different switches.
Thus, the controller needs to calculate the required location for a flow rule
and subsequently install it at those switches. The flow rule should remain
their until the member revokes the dispensed blackholing rule.
Thus, fine grained blackholing is more effective to shield members from
large volumetric attacks. However, some legitimate traffic may still suffer
from the dropping of certain packets. SDN also comes with the feature to
rate-limit traffic based on various header fields, e.g., transport layer port or
transport layer protocol. Thus, traffic from selected members can be limited
to a non-critical volume. This reduces the negative impact of attacks to a
minimum, while legitimate traffic still has a chance to get trough.
The implementation of such an advanced blackholing through SDN does
not require a router configuration change at member’s edge. The benefits
are that the risk of misconfiguration is lowered. Standardized flow rules are
installed on the behalf of the network operator through a well-defined interface (e.g., API). Additionally, this allows operators to (semi-)automate the
blackholing process and integrate it within their management environment.
First, the IXP can provide insights in the currently blackholed traffic
by monitoring the corresponding flows, i.e., usage of OpenFlow flow counters. In accordance with deliverable 3.2 [13] an advanced monitoring system
may allows to monitor traffic so that they issue warnings if traffic properties
change significantly. This can be i) a very different traffic volume and pattern than normally; ii) during activated blackholing a traffic volume that is
decreases to an acceptable level.

5

Bandwidth Management

The current setup of IXPs leverages a number of hardware features, e.g.,
protocols or capacities. This leaves space for integration of other services
that can be virtualized. For instance, most members set up a dedicated
private peering connection with each other. Such a service can also be
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offered by IXPs through virtualized private peerings. On the other hand it
can be beneficial for members if their control plane traffic is protected, i.e.,
from congestions. The following Section elaborates on these approaches.

5.1

Virtualized Private Peering

Current Situation
The only way that IXP members have to express their transmission
(i.e. bandwidth) needs is by choosing the transmission rate of their physical
connections (i.e. port(s)) to the IXP. In fact, this transmission capacity is
shared among all the traffic submitted by the IXP member whatever the next
hop (BGP) member. As a consequence, an IXP member can not express
a bandwidth requirement (or another/additional Quality of Service (QoS)
requirement) for the traffic that it exchanges with a particular member.
IXP usually apply network resource over-provisioning to provide their member with a satisfactory QoS. In unusual situations (e.g. sustained overload
at some IXP fabric locations or failures), no minimal performance can be
guaranteed to the traffic exchanged between a pair of IXP members. Their
traffic suffers from performance degradation until the IXP fabric regains its
nominal state.
The basic idea of this use case is to provide some form of private peering
(on the data plane not on the BGP level (advertisements)) between a couple
of IXP member, i.e. a member-to-member virtual link that spans the IXP
fabric with guaranteed QoS. This is what we refer to as virtualized private
peering. Depending on business expectations, many options can be considered: i) either an on-demand version of the virtualized private peering with
the ability for an IXP member to update on the fly (with a fews seconds
of response time) the bandwidth needs or a conservative version established
at subscription time with potentially time-based needs ii) the support of
point-to-multipoint (or one-to-many) virtual links in addition to classical
point-to-point links iii) the application of virtualized private peering to a
group (> 2) of IXP members with an aggregate shared bandwidth.

Available Solutions
Provisioning an end-to-end (or a set of) virtual link on the IXP network goes through two steps: i) resource discovery to assess the available
network resources, ii) resource allocation, which computes the necessary resources to provide the required QoS and virtual link(s) deployment on the
network. Clearly, resource allocation, also known as virtual link/network
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resource embedding, is the most challenging step. It has attracted a lot
of attention from the research community during the last few years [10].
Several optimization approaches were proposed, some follow an integrated
strategy considering simultaneously the resource embedding of virtual nodes
and links and, most, follow a split approach that considers separately and
successively the two resource embedding problems. Whatever the approach,
virtual link resource allocation is the core component of any virtual network
resource embedding method.
Without being exhaustive, virtual link resource allocation methods can
be classified with respect to the following criteria. Some are related to
the characteristics of the virtual links being considered, namely: the type
which is usually point-to-point but can also be point-to-multipoint, the QoS
requirements with possibly a bandwidth, a delay and/or a loss rate requirement. The others are related to some features of the methods such as: i)
the allocation process which can be online or offline (the requests are fully
known in advance). ii) the general class to which a method belongs which
can be heuristic or exact. iii) the followed approach which leads either
to a stand-alone method exclusively concerned with virtual link resource
embedding or a more general method that integrates and combines virtual
node and virtual link resource allocation, iv) the network resources that are
concerned by the allocation which can be the bandwidth of physical links
and, possibly, the switching resources of nodes 1 (that are needed to forward
the packets that belong to a virtual link); and (5) the potential support of
techniques that contribute to improve the efficiency of the methods, such as
path splitting and/or migration which allows the reallocation of resources
to already admitted virtual links. Table 5.1 summarises the existing work
according to these criteria (where P2P, P2M, BW and ILP respectively
stand for point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, bandwidth and integer-linear
Programming). All these methods were designed for legacy network infrastructures and hence do not benefit from the flexible flow-based forwarding
brought by the SDN paradigm, which allows unprecedented control on network forwarding behaviour. Indeed, new methods that have the complete
freedom in choosing the optimal physical paths and the associated resources
that support the virtual links can be devised with no interference from any
other network function (such as routing).

Technical Description
As explained in the previous section, setting up a virtualized private
1

other node resources (typically, processor and memory resources) may be allocated to
virtual nodes by the virtual node resource embedding algorithm
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Table 3: Classification of virtual link resource allocation methods
peering mainly resorts to solving a virtual links embedding problem on an
SDN/OpenFlow network. A portion (predefined slices) of the fabric’s network resources can be dedicated for providing this IXP capability.
More effort is required to that take into account, on the one hand, some
of the SDN/OpenFlow constraints (limited size of flow tables, meter tables
and group tables entries) and, on the other hand, on the specificities of the
IXP application context.

5.2

Control Plane Traffic Protection

Current Situation
Configuring and programming of the forwarding behavior of routers relies
on control plane protocols (e.g., BGP or OSPF). For the member router in an
IXP scenario, BGP is the predominant control plane protocol. BGP enables
each member router to exchange reachability information which is essential
for establishing peering connections over the IXP switching fabric. Hence,
control plane packets must be delivered between the individual routers at
any time.
Furthermore, IXP commonly operate route servers, with which a memH2020-ICT-2014-1 Project No. 644960
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ber router may establish a BGP session, to benefit from the rich public
peering relations at IXPs. The IXP networks itself are usually highly overprovisioned and thus do not have to deal with congestions at all. However,
the member’s port can become a potential bottleneck. Since one member
can receive traffic from multiple other members, a port can easily become
congested. This is strengthen by the fact that members can operate ports
with different port speeds, ranging from 1 Gbps to up to 100 Gbps. This
asymmetry in port speeds of sender and receiver ports also boosts the potential of port congestions (See also Section 6.1).
Port congestions can jeopardize control plane packets. Thus, resulting in
potential BGP session drops, due to the inability of receiving BGP packets
from either another member or the route server.

Available Solutions
Unlike legacy network technologies such as ATM or ISDN, IP network
deliver control plane packets and data plane packets within the same pipe.
Thus, router vendors have already identified the importance of prioritizing
control plane packets over data plane packets. Cisco routers tag by default
outgoing control plane packets within the TOS field [7] of the IP header 2 .
Thus, enabling the subsequent networking devices to prioritize those packets
over other untagged packets.
However, since IXP networks operate on layer 2, their infrastructure
does not take such tags into account. Layer 3 information is unavailable
for the hardware deployed at IXPs today [28]. Therefore, prioritizing of
control plane packets, even if they are tagged by the member’s routers, is
unrealizable.

Technical Description
OpenFlow defines an extensive set of matching fields, which implements
header field matching for layer 2 up to layer 4. Thus, OpenFlow capable
hardware deployed in an IXP network can be programmed to interpret the
TOS field utilized by Cisco equipment. In case a router sends untagged
control plane packets, we can craft flow rules to match on specific port
numbers (e.g., TCP 179 for BGP [63]) to match those control plane packets.
While protecting control plane traffic from being dropped due to port
congestion requires visibility of this traffic, it also requires mechanisms to
prioritize those packets over other packets. OpenFlow supports queuing
for implementing rate limits. Rate limits can implement a minimum and
2
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/quality-of-service-qos/qos-congestionmanagement-queueing/18664-rtgupdates.html
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maximum rate for a given flow. Thus, control plane packets can be assigned
with a minimum rate to ensure prioritized forwarding at the IXP egress port
prior to other traffic.
Protecting control plane traffic at this level inside the IXP infrastructure
will increase resilience of operation in case of port congestions for all member
router without the need of changing alter their configuration.

6

Novel Services

The objective of ENDEAVOUR is to address current limitations of the Internet interconnection model, as well as to open the possibility for novel
services. Thus, creating the possibility for new economic models around the
created ecosystems. This Section suggests such novel services and sketches
how they can be implemented.

6.1

Destination Port Congestion Awareness

Current Situation
The amount of traffic transferred through the Internet has steadily increased over the past years, and standard control plane mechanisms such as
BGP have trouble coping with the dynamics of network interconnection.
Traffic is exchanged between members based on BGP reachability information at IXPs. However, the distributed control plane information is
limited to reachability, i.e., if an IP prefix is reachable or not. Other valuable information for network operators, e.g., congestions or Round Trip
Time (RTT) are not considered in BGP.
Content-heavy or latency-sensitive networks adopted to such conditions
by implementing their own overlay networks, including powerful measurement infrastructures. Due to the nature of measurement-based reactions it
is generally rather reactive than proactive. This conflicts with the goal to
provide a maximized quality of experience at any times.
IXPs can provide detailed information on the current port utilization of
other members. This allows to take informed decisions whether sending it
to member A or rather to member B, while both announce the same prefix
(e.g., available through private peering over the IXP).

Available Solutions
While there are available solutions to receive congestion notifications,
they are not designed with IXPs in mind. Explicit Congestion Notification
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(ECN) RFC3168 is designed to throttle TCP connections. Even if they lead
to a resolution of the congestion, this might be not necessary since another
AS at the same IXP would have provided enough spare capacity. Moreover,
ECN throttles only already initiated data flows and is not compatible with
UDP.

Technical Description
To provide congestion information two steps have to be performed, information gathering and then information distribution at the IXP.
The information gathering process shall collect the required utilization
of all ports at all switches. This can be implemented by leveraging the
statistic features of OpenFlow hardware. The OpenFlow standard defines
counters for received and transmitted bytes per port. These counters can
be periodically requested by the controller. The time interval between two
subsequent requests depends on the required resolution. It also depends on
the capabilities of the hardware switch to provide those counters. Instead of
polling based statistics, those counters could also be send to the controller
in a push based manner (available in OF 1.5.1). Those push based statistics
are initiated by the switch based on predefined thresholds. In this case,
the controller can be made aware of those statistics only if a congestion is
present according to the predefined thresholds.
Access to the switch buffers can also provide an instant view on the
current congestion status. Congestions on a port will cause the switch to
fill up buffers. Unfortunately, per port buffers a rather rare. For instance as
it is the case with Alcatel-Lucent hardware, ports of an individual line card
share a common buffer pool. In addition, buffers might be kept for ingress
ports rather than egress ports. Therefore, the utilization of switch buffers
might not correlate to an individual egress port (member port).
After gathering the per port congestion information at the controller, it
can be distributed to the individual members of an IXP. Several approaches
are considered for implementation:
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) API: A member could
query the port status of other members using a simple API provided by an
IXP.
JSON Member List: IXPs already provide information about their
member in a defined JSON format3 . The per port congestion information
can be included into this file. A member woudl need to poll this file periodically, in order to receive the latest information.
3

https://github.com/euro-ix/json-schemas
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BGP Communities: The route server can populate the congestion
status via BGP communities added to a BGP message. One limitation of
this approach is the frequency of BGP messages. BGP messages are only
send by the route server if a routing entry has changed based on the AS path
or other metrics. Since the congestion status might change more frequently,
it would either increase the number of BGP update messages, or a member
must rely on the congestion status reported by the latest BGP message.
Route Server: The per port congestion status information could also be
taken into account by the route server itself, during the best path selection
algorithm. In this case the information does not necessarily need to be
revealed to the members.

6.2

IXP as Transport (e.g., Transit) Marketplace

Current Situation
ASes rely on transit providers and peering interconnections to attain
universal Internet reachability. While IXPs enable and help to organize
peering interconnections, the transit market bears no similarity.
Despite of a common billing practices where transit providers typically
charge for the 95th percentile of the larger direction (down or upstream)
short term traffic rates, negotiation of transit contracts is obscure and cumbersome: i) contracts are slowly negotiated and involve plenty of mails and
discussions via telephone. As a result the transit market lacks transparency
and automation is hard. ii) To establish a business relationship (i.e., transit)
between two ASes a physical interconnection is required. This can either be a
fiber within the same data center, a darkfiber through an metropolitan area,
or a layer 2 transport or backbone provider. Unfortunately, this dedicated
type of interconnection is rather inflexible. Given this two main reasons,
this situation begs for an open market place with transparent pricing.

Available Solutions
Going beyond their original goal of being the central place for peering
relationships, IXPs have expanded the transport opportunities: In remote
peering, ASes offer layer 2 transport across IXPs, and there is anecdotal evidence of transit providers offering their transport services at IXPs. Building
upon this increasing diversity IXPs could become a marketplace for transport in general. Benefiting from the co-location of ASes, the existing infrastructure and transparency standards, the IXP could help meet supply and
demand of transport over the Internet in all of its different flavors.
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Technical Description
While the business opportunity for this use case is clear, it lacks concrete vision on the implementation. As an ultimate goal we anticipate a
solution that uses network layer protocols to distribute fees and negotiates
contractual relations. Hereby, SDN can play a key-role since it comes with
the desired flexibility. It can be designed to maintain the current routing
state within a central entity that allows to faster shift the traffic between
transit providers.

6.3

Service Chaining

Current Situation
Service Chaining is an emerging set of technologies and processes that
enables operators to configure network services dynamically without having to make changes to the network at the hardware level. By routing
traffic flows according to a ”service graph”, service chaining addresses the
requirement for both optimization of the network (i.e., better utilization of
resources) and monetization (i.e., provisioning of services that are tailored to
the member context). The most common services include packet inspection
(i.e., firewall, intrusion prevention systems), traffic optimization (i.e., traffic shaping), and protocol proxies (i.e., NAT, Domain Name System (DNS)
cache, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)) [38].

Available Solutions
Nowadays, network devices can be hardwired back-to-back to create a
processing path, chaining of network functions in hardware. The challenge
is that hardwired service chains are difficult to deploy and change. They are
characterized by hand-crafted complexity, with life cycles that are long and
static. Other proposed techniques are built upon BGP, Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) control plane mechanisms to construct virtual topologies
for service chaining. The virtual service topologies interconnect network
zones and constrain the flow of traffic between these zones via a sequence of
service nodes [61]. In this scenario, given the BGP control plane being used,
the flow is recognized based on the only IP destination address limiting the
overall service granularity.

Technical Description
In competitive markets, with rapid innovation at the application layer,
this limits operators’ ability to address emerging use cases and business
models. In particular, an SDN approach, with its predominant realization,
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the OpenFlow protocol, open new scenarios in service chaining techniques
given its centralized management (i.e., easier the configuration) and its enhanced granularity (i.e., flows can be selected based on layer 4 protocols).
Especially, inter-domain routing convergence points such as IXPs appear as
convenient locations for a central deployment of service chains.

6.4

Autonomous Anomaly Detection

Current Situation
Network anomaly detection has become a vital component of any network in today’s Internet. Ranging from non-malicious unexpected events
such as flash-crowds and failures, to network attacks such as DoS and network scans, network traffic anomalies can have serious detrimental effects
on the performance and integrity of a network. The principal challenge in
automatically detecting and characterizing traffic anomalies is that these are
moving targets. It is difficult to precisely and permanently define the set of
possible anomalies that may arise, especially in the case of network attacks,
because new attacks as well as new variants to already known attacks are
continuously emerging. A general anomaly detection system should therefore be able to detect a wide range of anomalies with diverse structures, using
the least amount of previous knowledge and information, ideally none.

Available Solutions
The problem of network anomaly detection has been extensively studied during the last decade. Two different approaches are by far dominant
in current research literature and commercial detection systems: signaturebased detection and supervised-learning-based detection. Both approaches
require some kind of guidance to work; hence they are generally referred
to as supervised-detection approaches. Signature-based detection systems
are highly effective to detect those anomalies that are programmed to alert
on. When a new anomaly is discovered, generally after its occurrence, the
associated signature is coded by human experts, which is then used to detect a new occurrence of the same anomaly. Such a detection approach is
powerful and very easy to understand, because the operator can directly relate the detected anomaly to its specific signature. However, these systems
cannot defend the network against new attacks, simply because they cannot
recognize what they do not know. Furthermore, building new signatures is
expensive, as it involves manual inspection by human experts.
On the other hand, supervised-learning-based detection uses labeled traf-
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fic data to train a baseline model for normal-operation traffic, detecting
anomalies as patterns that deviate from this model. Such methods can detect new kinds of anomalies and network attacks not seen before, because
they will naturally deviate from the baseline. Nevertheless, supervisedlearning requires training, which is time-consuming and depends on the
availability of purely anomaly-free traffic data-sets. Labeling traffic as anomalyfree is expensive and hard to achieve in practice, since it is difficult to guarantee that no anomalies are hidden inside the collected traffic. Additionally,
it is not easy to maintain an accurate and up-to-date model for anomalyfree traffic, particularly when new services and applications are constantly
emerging.
Apart from detection, operators need to analyze and characterize network anomalies, in order to take accurate countermeasures. The characterization of an anomaly can be a hard and time-consuming task. The analysis
may become a particular bottleneck when new anomalies are detected, because the network operator has to manually dig into many traffic descriptors
to understand its nature. In the current traffic scenario, even expert operators can be quickly overwhelmed if further information is not provided to
prioritize the time spent on the analysis.
Security companies such as Norton, Arbor Networks, Symantec, Avast,
etc., to quote a few, mostly propose solutions based on misuse detection.
These systems rely on a database consisting of signatures of the known
attacks or intrusion attempts. Every time a new attack is discovered, the
signatures database is updated. This procedure is generally costly. So is
the security business model, as security companies rely on selling the results
of the skills of their engineers and security experts. This is a very slow,
inefficient and ineffective process, leaving systems and networks unprotected
for long periods. This is however a very good source of revenue for security
companies, at the expense of badly protected networked systems. These
security companies also provide security tools based on anomaly detection,
which relies on supervised learning. Such a strategy also requires the skills of
security experts for providing the normal or anomalous models. Therefore,
they still follow the same business model.
The main drawback of the current security model, because of its cost
and sluggishness, is that it does not enforce a fully secure digital world,
first because it is reactive and second because it requires the full adhesion
to these concepts of the entire actors of the ecosystem that need to buy
and install immediately any security software update. Unprotected or badly
protected systems can then be an easy target for hackers, who can corrupt
them and use them for perpetrating massive and more dangerous attacks.
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This has to be added to the fact that such reactive security systems cannot
detect unknown attacks.

Technical Description
This use case deals with designing an autonomous anomaly detection
system that does not rely on previous acquired knowledge, i.e. which does
not need known attack signatures, labeled traffic, training, etc. It also
aims at autonomously triggering proper countermeasures when attacks are
detected among the legitimate traffic classes. The result of this use case
cannot be fully stated at this point of the project. At this stage the directions
we are proposing for this use case are:
• To take advantage of an unsupervised clustering approach to detect
and characterize network anomalies, without relying on signatures,
statistical training, or labeled traffic, which represents a significant
step towards the autonomy of networks.
• To propose for accomplishing unsupervised detection some robust (i.e.
that converge to the same result when applied to similar cases) dataclustering techniques to avoid general clustering drawbacks, such as
sensitivity to initial conditions, course of dimensionality, cluster correlation, etc..
• To use the clustering results for issuing traffic characteristics and especially the rules characterizing the anomalies, so that they could be
used as filtering rules.

Figure 4: Functional three stages architecture for anomaly detection system
Autonomously detecting anomalies in network traffic is a complex process that consists of several tasks: First, the network traffic is monitored.
Second, it is classified into flows according to the features under consideration. The flows are in particular aggregated several times with different
time bins and address prefix sizes in order to cope with all kinds of anomalies
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whatever their structure and strategies are for remaining undetected. The
third step deals with the sub-space clustering algorithm ? the unsupervised
machine learning techniques that we designed for this use case (see [48]).
Of course, as we split the problem in a complete set of sub-spaces with an
exhaustive combination of n features (n being small, we recommend less
than 5 for good performances), it also includes recombining the results got
in the different sub-spaces. For this purpose we apply evidence accumulation, inter-clustering result association, and correlation, as described in [48].
Last, based on the characteristics of the anomalies detected in the third
step, it is possible to issue an accurate signature and an abnormality score.
Based on the abnormality score, the signature can be directly exported to
network security devices (if the anomaly has been classified as malicious),
or sent to the network operator if it is not possible to make autonomously
the decision.
Figure 4 exhibits the draft architecture for the anomaly detection process as it is currently defined. A detailed description of the algorithm is
nevertheless provided in [48].
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Figure 5: Filtering rules for characterization of a found network scan.
Example: Figures 5.(a,b) depicts the results of the characterization
phase for a network scan anomaly. Each sub-figure represents a partition
Pn for which filtering rules were found. They involve the number of IP
sources and destinations, and the fraction of SYN packets. Combining them
produces a signature that can be expressed as (nSrcs == 1) ∧ (nDsts > λ1 )
∧ (nSYN/nPkts > λ2 ), where λ1 and λ2 are two thresholds obtained by
separating normal and anomalous clusters at half distance. This signature
makes perfect sense: the network scan uses SYN packets from a single attacking host to a large number of victims. The main advantage of the
unsupervised approach relies on the fact that this new signature has been
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produced without any previous information about the attack or the baseline
traffic.
IXPs are strongly concerned by the detection of anomalous and malicious traffic, as it can dramatically impact the performance of the exchange
network by consuming uselessly large amounts of resources. A strong issue
when deploying anomaly detection algorithms and associated tools is related
to the distribution of this functionality on the full IXP network: as it works
on top of the monitoring service (i.e., usually on a single link), an instance
of the tool should be installed on each network device (switch, or dedicated machine on each link). This would represent a strong investment and
would increase the complexity of the network. In addition, the correlation
of all results of the anomaly detection entities infers extra communications
on the data plane, possibly leading to general communication performance
decrease, up to congestions.
SDN in such context provides strong advantages for deploying the anomaly
detection functionality. Thanks to the function virtualization concept, the
anomaly detection function can be virtualized on all the network, on top of
the virtualized monitoring function. The SDN virtualization concept makes
easy the distribution of the anomaly detection function: a single entity is
required (for instance on the manager machine) and can be virtualized on
any link or switch of the network thanks to the SDN principles.
Another strong benefit in using the SDN technology for anomaly detection function is linked to the enforcement of countermeasures. Actually,
most anomalous traffic and all malicious traffic has to be discarded from the
network as soon as it is detected., i.e., ideally when it reaches the ingress
border switches of the IXP. The proposed anomaly detection algorithm
is able to autonomously generate signatures, that are basically the filtering rules for configuring a security device (e.g., firewall, filtering router or
switch). SDN basically leverages such rules. Then, thanks to the SDN concept, the security filtering rules can be easily and quickly deployed thanks
to the control plan of the SDN based network. The only constraint for the
anomaly detection algorithm deals with providing the signature (i.e., the
filtering rules) using the SDN controller syntax.

6.5

Virtual Peering Router

Current Situation
Network virtualization is not a recent trend in network. Since the beginning VLANs were being used to create multiple logical networks in a sin-
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gle physical infrastructure. Nowadays, thanks to the emergence the SDN,
network virtualization is becoming a norm for data centers, like server virtualization had become years ago. The flexibility and the agility provided
by SDN networks are fostering the development of software switches and
protocol stacks for virtualization platforms. While the data center is the
environment to which these technologies were firstly designed, they seem to
be general enough for applications outside of its original scope.
A virtual router is a software only implementation of a hardware router
protocols and forwarding behavior. Apart from the clearly performance
difference, due to speed limitations of a pure software approach, virtual
routers work exactly like the physical version. It seems the perfect case for
SDN because it splits packet forwarding from the path calculation. In this
scenario, it is possible to execute control plane protocols and algorithms in
the virtual router to calculate the network routes. The result is then pushed
into the data plane as forwarding rules. Also, the control plane configuration
(e.g: BGP configuration) is kept at the virtual routers. Because of the
flexibility and programmability of these virtual instances, provisioning a
new router in the network might be faster and easier. These benefits make
the case for virtual peering routers at an IXP. Connecting members via
virtual routers, maintained by the IXP [46], could ease the connection setup
and also protect the fabric and members from accidental BGP configurations
[46] .

Available Solutions
The closest solution to virtual peering at the IXPs are route servers.
These servers act as a central BGP router and usually run an open source
protocol stack to establish sessions with the IXP members. It releases the
members from the burden to configure multiple BGP sessions with its peering partners. While route servers have been used with success on IXPs,
there are some disadvantages.
• Data link failure cannot be detected by the BGP control plane.
• Route servers with policy control per client might cause path hiding.
[45]
• Route servers do not avoid BGP configuration errors from the members
routers. (e.g., accidentally overwriting the next-hop address of prefixes
received by the route server can put it in a black hole).

Technical Description
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In order to mitigate possible problems in the IXP fabric and leverage
the services offered to members, the use case of virtual peering router could
be implemented through the use of Virtual Machine (VM) running a virtual
BGP-router. Each VM maps to a member router and the BGP configuration
is performed by the IXP. The member policies would be specified by some
type of policy configuration language as RPSL [5] or the most convenient
way, defined by the IXP. Moreover, these virtual routers will interact with an
SDN controller giving the IXP operator a global view of the control plane.
For the data plane, the use case still requires the collocation of a member
equipment at the IXP. However, because of the separation between forwarding and the network intelligence provided by SDN, peers have the option to
choose cheaper and simpler switches. Two possible network equipments to
implement the use case are:
Traditional routers with a programmable Forwarding Information Base (FIB). Some routers have API that enables the insertion of
static routes in the FIB. In this case the virtual routers learn routes and
hold the Routing Information Base (RIB). Then, the routes can be pushed
into the physical router FIB. A solution that leverages the opportunity to
add entries to the router’s FIB is the SDN Internet router [9]. It is an agent
written in the Python programming language. The agent can be installed on
a router with support of Python. It allows an external controller to collect
the RIB from a router and then perform optimizations to install only the
most used routes in the FIB.
OpenFlow switches. OpenFlow is a protocol which enables programmability in network switches. Flow rues can match and forward packets based
on arbitrary fields of the packet, rather than only on the IP destination of
traditional routers. It provides much more flexibility and opportunities for
new applications at the IXPs fabric. In the virtual peering router scenario,
the SDN controller translates the virtual routers’ RIB into OpenFlow flows.
Currently, there is a number of SDN applications enabling BGP routing
in OpenFlow networks, such as RouteFlow [52] and the ONOS’s Atrium
peering controller [11].
In both cases BGP packets need to be forwarded to the data plane in
order to reach the member’s AS. For this reason, forwarding entries should
also be added to the data plane in order to guarantee the correct operation
of control plane protocols.
Overall, the use case of Virtual Peering Routers, can also raise some
privacy concerns in the member side. However, a neutral entity as the
IXP seems to be the perfect environment to apply and leverage a routing
outsourcing model. Moreover, we belive that the benefits of agility and
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automation, plus the creation of new services, overcome the possible drawbacks.

6.6

Multi-Cloud and IXP as Cloud Broker

Current Situation
With the advent of layer 3 dataceneter networks [76, 33, 39, 68] and the
standardization of Ethernet Virtual Private Network (EVPN) [43], Cloud
operators and sophisticated members will ask for the ability to scatter/gather
physical and virtual machines, storage and fabrics into virtual Performance
Optimized Datacenters (PoDs)/ clusters / datacenters. Albeit the physical
resources remain fixed in their current geo-locations (scatter), they could be
arbitrarily re-clustered (gather) with similar resources from other locations,
and thus constitute a new virtual Datacenter (DC)). The need to build such
multi-clouds in the form of continental-scale, distributed and unified (singleroof illusion) DCs has already been described in literature [73, 19, 81, 16],
but no concrete solutions have been presented.

Available Solutions
The SDN-enabled IXP would be indispensable in a multi-cloud environment by providing three main services: interconnection, interfacing and
brokering.
An SDN-enabled IXP will be perfectly equipped to act as an interconnection point for the scattered PoDs, providing the management, security,
traffic engineering and load balancing capabilities offered to every member.
In the case of the multi-cloud architecture, the IXP can become invaluable
by offering more than just the interconnection, namely, providing an interface services for the inevitably heterogeneous set of PoDs.
Furthermore, vendor- and platform-independent multi-cloud environments [16], can be enabled by an SDN-based IXP that acts as a cloud
broker, encompassing the functionalities of a service broker, controller and
super-overlay network manager. Ideally, a Cloud-as-a-Service (CaaS) client
would be able to select the cloud vendors he desires from a service marketplace managed by the controller of the IXP, and would be able to distribute
any kind of cloud application to them, in load-balanced and/or reliable N+1
failover configurations. Cloud brokering at the IXP offers significant benefits
to the CaaS client. First and foremost, the client is provided with vendorindependence, allowing him to easily migrate from one provider to another
according to the current prices/QoS/personal preferences. In addition, the
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CaaS member is provided with geo-distributed load balancing across the
multi-cloud (moving the service/application to the PoD closest to the load),
and reliability in the face of failures, natural disasters or malicious attacks
by distributing the DC across the globe.

Technical Description
The ability to run and manage multi-cloud systems (i.e., applications targeting multiple private, public, or hybrid clouds) allows benefiting from the
distinct characteristics of each individual PoD, enabling the optimization of
performance, availability, and cost of the applications [32]. The main contribution of the IXP in a multi-cloud environment, would be the responsibility
to extend and manage the layer 3 DC networks via established protocols,
e.g., EVPN, Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN), coordinated from the IXP’s
control center.
Key features needed in an multi-cloud environment that should be supported by the IXPs that interconnect them are: heterogeneity, portability,
interoperability and geo-diversity [55]. Arguably, the most severe of them is
heterogeneity, both in terms of services provided by the single cloud and in
terms of the layer 2/3 characteristics and protocols. The provided features
of today’s cloud solutions are often incompatible, as each vendor provides
services with distinct characteristics. This diversity hinders the proper exploitation of the potential of cloud computing at extremely large scales,
prevents interoperability and promotes vendor lock-in [32]. The following
three are the main cases of heterogeneity between DCs:
• Private and public clouds: VMs/applications should migrate freely
and seamlessly between them.
• Bare-metal (non-virtualized) and virtualized (both hypervisor and container) DCs: The IXP would ideally provide support (or even handle)
protocol translation and packet encapsulation/decapsulation to realize the interconnection and provide the basis for application migration.
The IXP’s centralized controller, would also provide support and interfacing of the variety of distributed centralized controllers [49, 22] of
individual PoDs.
• Converged Enhanced Ethernet (CEE)-enabled and non-CEE enabled
DCs (linked to 6.7): The IXP should preserve and support Random
Early Detection (RED)/ECN, possibly layer 2 Quantized Congestion
Notification (QCN) congestion notifications (non-routable today) and
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InfiniBand ECN markings across the heterogeneous multi-Cloud, beyond a single DC scope.
The IXP as a cloud broker would be responsible for managing the advertisement, use, performance and delivery of member clouds and helping negotiate relationships between cloud providers and cloud members [53], or even
managing them transparently on behalf of any of the two parties. The main
requirements of such a functionality would include the support of complex
constraints, the inherent dynamism of ever-evolving PoDs and applications,
as well as maintaining the QoS and enforcing SLAs. The cloud brokering
problem becomes even more complex when taking into account the layers
of cloud computing services, i.e., application- / platform- / infrastructureas-a-service [75]. This high degree of dynamism, heterogeneity and complexity of the parties involved in the cloud brokering problem render an
SDN-enabled IXP. The best candidate for providing a solution, with the
distributed cloud management entities (individual SDN controllers or otherwise) offloading both decision-making and interfacing processes to the IXP’s
centralized controller.

6.7

Losslessness as a Premium Service

Current Situation
Most big data applications and DC/Cloud workloads such as Hadoop,
Spark, Kafka, Hadoop distributed file system, noSQL etc. are sensitive
to the long-tailed distributions of their flow completion times, as has been
demonstrated in recent studies [6, 25]. The primary cause is TCP’s sensitivity to packet loss and the consequent timeouts and retransmissions [80, 74].
Additionally, natively lossless distributed storage, MPI and RDMA protocols, originating from High-Performance Computing (HPC), have strong
assumptions about a reliable layer 2 fabric, e.g. Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) or InfiniBand [21, 8, 40].
This issue has been brought forth by the Converged Enhanced Ethernet
(CEE) technology / 802 Datacenter Bridging [3, 4, 2], which introduces losslessness on the DC network. However, currently there exists no possibility
to extend the losslessness property between two or more IXP-interconnected
DCs that operate on a multi-cloud environment.

Available Solutions
An SDN-enabled IXP would be in position to offer lossless interconnection by multiplexing lossless and lossy flows on the same interconnection
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fabric. A centralized SDN controller could be able to route designated flows
through losslessness-enabled switches or enable it on-the-go. Alternatively,
in the case that the IXP does not implement the losslessness property, the
controller can ensure that the relevant flows are always given the required
bandwidth, through strict traffic engineering and load balancing.

Technical Description
Traditionally, switched point-to-point Ethernet has been lossy: Frames
are dropped whenever a receive buffer had reached its capacity, under the
generally accepted end-to-end assumption [67] that an upper layer protocol
such as TCP will take the corrective steps to recover. Such a lossy network
does not properly meet the semantics of the converged datacenter applications such as Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) [1] or Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA) over Ethernet [21].
This mismatch has been recently corrected in CEE, that segregates Ethernet frames into 8 different layer 2 priorities. Each priority may be configured as either lossy or lossless. Within a lossless priority, Priority Flow
Control (PFC) [4] acts as the earlier 802.3x PAUSE, preventing buffer overflows in a hop-by-hop manner - except that a paused priority does not affect
other priorities.
Besides enabling network convergence, prior work has demonstrated that
lossless Ethernet clusters can improve the performance of soft real-time,
scale-out applications, that harness big-data. In particular, lossless fabrics
avoid TCP incast throughput collapse, and can reduce the completion times
by up to an order of magnitude [56, 25].
Thus arises the need for tunnels with either credit exchange across an
IXP that extends the local PoD flow controls (PFC, InfiniBand or PCIe
credits). This capability is not possible now, except some exploratory research [24, 25, 23], but can be provided as a premium service on top of the
rest - as an opportunity to bootstrap new Cloud and HPC applications [40].

7

Member Driven Monitoring

Current Situation
Deliverable 3.2 [13] summarizes the current monitoring practices at IXPs
and highlights several limitations: i ) Counter based monitoring – The set of
retrievable information is limited to the number of packets and packet size
distribution per interfaces. ii ) Flow based monitoring – The data plane is
sampled at a specific rate and transmitted to an external collector, e.g., a
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commodity server. Due to the large amount of traffic exchanged at IXPs,
flow based monitoring requires extensive external resources, such as storage
and processing power for implementing lookups within the datasets. To limit
the storage requirements flow based monitoring is usually applied in sampling mode. Thus, the data is not fully accurate due to inherent statistical
shortcomings.

Available Solutions
Yet, IXPs exploit flow based monitoring to provide their member extended insights into the peering traffic. However, due to the enormous
amount of data to be processed, members can only access a predefined view
on the traffic data (e.g., traffic exchanged per peer). Trouble shooting or
managing of peering relations requires members to have a more detailed
view on the traffic data (e.g., layer 4 port distribution). Thus, making it
challenging for IXPs to provide the relevant data on request. This usually
includes manual work, which is time-consuming and error-prone. Therefore,
it is desirable for IXP members to specify their own requirements on which
packets should be monitored at the IXP.

Technical Description
An OpenFlow enabled switch can store per flow-rule counters. Since the
flow rule matching allows fine-grained header field matching, packets can
be matched on any desired granularity. Furthermore, OpenFlow rules can
be defined as match-only, if they are defined without an associated action.
Thus, they do not influence the forwarding behavior of switches.
Leveraging those match-only flow rules, an IXP can allow members to
specify the matching part of a flow rule and access the counters associated
with this flow rule periodically. This would enable members to monitor
traffic on any granularity on demand in a fully automated fashion. However,
privacy restrictions have to be taken into account. Hence, the IXP operator
would only install flow rules after carefully validating their rightfulness.
The use case of member driven monitoring expands the visibility for
members on the IXP fabric. According to specific member monitoring desires the IXP can provide specific information on demand. Therefore, a
member shall define a set of monitoring rules. By leveraging OpenFlow,
this allows to create specific counters directly on the data plane. This bears
multiple advantages: i ) no or limited involvement of IXP operators. ii )
Computing and storage resources are saved at both sides. iii ) Available
monitoring data on different granularity.
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Summary

In this deliverable we collect 15 use cases, which show the potential of SDN
to simplify, secure, and enhance the connection model for IXP members.
It clearly shows, that a single SDN deplyoment can enabling benefits for a
large number of networks at once by deploying it at the convergence points
of a multitude of network interconnections, namely an IXP.
Section 3 outlines identified shortcomings in current TE solutions. We
describe scenarios in which we see a benefit of employing SDN to implement
TE decisions, e.g., to load balance traffic for customers with more than one
IXP port.
In Section 4, we highlight opportunities that come with the flexibility of
SDN to define very specific filters. This either helps to diminish the negative
impact of DoS attacks or enforces contractual policies among peers.
The use cases summarized in Section 5 explain how we anticipate added
values for the IXP members by managing the bandwidth according to certain
constraints. For instance, we describe measures to protect IXP members’s
control plane traffic.
One of the visions of ENDEAVOUR is to initiate the emerging of novel
services for IXP members. Section 6 summarizes all potential novel services
we could perceive so far. For each use case we outline the current limitation in the market and then highlight how to implement a new service for
members on this basis.
The last use case in Section 7 discusses the flexible monitoring on demand
on the behalf of a member. A set of monitoring properties is defined and
data is collected through SDN monitoring rules. This increases the insights
members can have into the IXPs peering platform.

9

Outlook

ENDEAVOUR anticipates more innovation and development at IXPs and
therefore at the core of the Internet. Introducing SDN will allow IXPs
to innovate on a higher frequency than today. One critical advantage is
the increased control over the software stack of their networks. While this
innovation will allow them to simplify overall operations, it will also lead to
innovative and novel features for the IXP members.
With insights into the operation of a large IXP, such as DE-CIX, ENDEAVOUR will further work on foster incentives for IXP operators to deploy
SDN. We will work on implementing those use cases as a prototype in order
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to show their potential for the IXP community in practice.
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Acronyms

SDN Software Defined Networking
RIB Routing Information Base
BGP Border Gateway Protocol
ISP Internet Service Provider
IXP Internet eXchange Point
CDN Content Delivery Network
QoS Quality of Service
SLA Service-Level Agreement
AS Autonomous System
IP Internet Protocol
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service
DoS Denial of Service
TE Traffic Engineering
DNS Domain Name System
FIB Forwarding Information Base
VM Virtual Machine
RTT Round Trip Time
TCP Transport Control Protocol
UDP User Datagram Protocol
EVPN Ethernet Virtual Private Network
DC Datacenter
PoD Performance Optimized Datacenter
VXLAN Virtual Extensible LAN
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ARP Address Resolution Protocol
ACL Access Control List
API Application Programming Interface
MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching
MAC Message Authentication Code
ECN Explicit Congestion Notification
REST REpresentational State Transfer
NAT Network Address Translation
SIP Session Initiation Protocol
IGP Interior Gateway Protocol
CaaS Cloud-as-a-Service
CEE Converged Enhanced Ethernet
QCN Quantized Congestion Notification
HPC High-Performance Computing
RDMA Remote Direct Memory Access
FCoE Fibre Channel over Ethernet
PFC Priority Flow Control
RED Random Early Detection
PCIe Peripheral Component Interconnect Express
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